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Abstract 
Welcome to the fifth volume of the international peer reviewed journal: Medical 

Technologies Journal. We are proud to announce, in this editorial, the re-launching of 

publication on the journal. The journal receives all medical domains: trials and, synthesis; 

findings and innovations.  After a period of silence due to several technical problems 

principally the COVID19 crises, we publish, for our community, this issue. It contains four 

scientific articles one review in ophthalmology and three in medical technologies.  
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1. Presentation  
1.1 Topics and organization  

The Journal keeps publishing articles about topics of all medical domains [1] like: 

(Surgery, Internal Medicine, Midwifery, Nursing, Microbiology and Infectious 

Diseases, Psychiatry, Pediatrics, Cardiology, Neurology, Nephrology and Urology, 

Orthopedics, Neurosurgery, Dermatology, Rheumatology, Hematology and 

Transfusion Science, Anatomy, Histopathology, Oncology, Community Health, 

Occupational Health, Environmental Health, Social Health, Epidemiology, Public 

health, Patient Security, etc..), and Medical technologies [1]like: (Medical 

Informatics, Biomedical Engineering, Medical physics, Medical Bio-Chemistry, 

Medical Mechanical Engineering, Drug design, Medical education, Medical 

Economics  etc..).  

The Journal contains three main sessions: in the first session we plan to publish all 

editorials, letters, opinion, news, the session is entitled “Editorials”. In the second 

session we publish medical findings as case reports, reviews, and original articles, 

this session is entitled “Health sciences”. The thirds session we publish technological 

medical innovations, this section is called “Medical Technologies”. The fourth 

session, “Conference proceedings and abstracts”, was canceled which mean all 

articles from conferences must be passed and categorized like all submitted articles.           

1.2 Achievement  

The Journal still publish contents only open access, which improve the Journal 

citations and downloads demonstrated in Figure1.    

 

Figure1. Metrics by using the software: “Harzing Publish or Purish 8.9”. Scopus citations computed 

by the query: “REF ( "Medical Technologies Journal" )  OR  ISSN ( 2572-004x )” 
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